Scipio Town Council
Minutes of meeting
January 17th, 2019
Members present: Mayor: Pam Sheridan, council members, Rebecca Bond, Dallen Quarnberg
Absent: Bryce Monroe (out of town), Linda Stephenson (sick)
1. Minutes of December Meeting: Minutes were read aloud by Rebecca. Dallen made motion

to accept the minutes, 2nd by Pam- all in favor.
2. December Receipts and expenses: Pam went over these, Dallen made motion to accept the

receipts and expenses, 2nd by Rebecca- all in favor.
3. Water Department: Get with Ensign and see if they can get a plan made to revise and

update the chlorine house like replacing and fixing things. It will be around $3,500 to fix the
screen and valves.
4. Streets: Kevin Rasmussen will be doing the crack seal ASAP, also the cemetery road.
5. Land use Authority: No information given, Andy was gone.
6. Fire Department: Kevin Monroe is here to report. Winter fire school is January 24 th thru the

27th at St. George. Kevin said everyone on the volunteer department has gear now and are
ready to go. Scipio lost the type 4- it went to Delta but next year we should get it. The
county is fighting the new state agreement, so what we signed last year is not in effect.
7. Center Parking Lot: Kevin Rasmussen gave a review of the cost of the new center parking

lot. $100,700 for grant and got $70,000 CIB and $20,000 from UDOT. Ensign paid $10,600
for a total of $60,569. The goal is to get it done before the summer- when the concrete
won’t freeze. April 15th is when they open the asphalt plant. Will do the full project. Also
dirt they need removed or added will work with the rodeo committee to see if they can use
it or donate arena dirt that will be getting removed.
8. Public Comment: Dallen questioned the post office situation. Celia’s bid will be up the end

of this year. If it is not bid out by someone in town then the town may want to put in a bid
and in that case we would need a place to put the boxes and stuff and run it out of. It was
suggested that we could do some minor construction to put the boxes in the front of the
office side of the community center. These are only suggestions and nothing is for certain
yet.

9. Annual Review of Public Meeting Act: Pam went over this and gave everyone on the

council a copy. We discussed the way we run the meetings.
10. November 2019 Town Council Elections: Two council positions terms will be up at the end

of this year. Rebecca’s and Linda’s and these are both 4 year terms. Will need to sign up
between June 1st and June 7th. More information will be coming.
11. Other: Nothing discussed
12. Adjourn: Dallen made motion to adjourn, 2nd by Pam- All in favor. Time was 8:05 pm

